PLUMBING DRAWINGS
1. NO WORK SHALL BE CARRIED OUT UNLESS SHOP DRAWINGS ARE SUBMITTED BY THE CONTRACTOR AND APPROVED BY THE CONSULTANT.
2. CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE ALL WORKS WITH ELECTRICAL, STRUCTURAL & ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS.
3. MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE SLEEVE ON ALL PIPES PENETRATING WALLS SLABS OR BEAMS UNLESS A PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM THE ENGINEER.
4. ALL EQUIPMENTS SHALL BE INSTALLED STRICTLY AS PER MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDATION.
5. MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE SLEEVE ON ALL PIPES PENETRATING WALLS SLABS OR BEAMS UNLESS A PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM THE ENGINEER.
6. ALL WORK SHALL CONFORM TO THE LATEST INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE, AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
7. MANHOLE COVERS AND FRAMES ARE TO BE HEAVY DUTY IN TRAFFIC AREAS AND MEDIUM DUTY IN PEDESTRIAN AREAS.
8. MANHOLES SHALL BE OF CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
9. ALL UNDERGROUND SEWAGE PIPES SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM SLOPE OF 1%.
10. ALL PIPES UNDER TRAFFIC WILL HAVE MINIMUM 1000 mm COVER OR SHALL BE ENCASED IN CONCRETE.
11. ALL EXPOSED COLD AND HOT WATER PIPING SHALL BE PPR.
12. ALL HOT WATER PIPES SHALL BE PPR PN-20.
13. ALL HOT WATER PIPES SHALL BE INSULATED.
14. PPR PIPE INTERNAL CLEAR DIA.
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(008) HALL 37'-7"X16'-2"
(007) STORE 18'-0"X16'-2"
(006) CONTAINER CRIME SCENE 27'-5"X16'-2"
(005) CONTAINER CRIME SCENE 27'-9"X16'-2"
(004) HOME BASED CRIME SCENE HALL 28'-2"X16'-2"
(003) HOME BASED CRIME SCENE HALL 27'-3½"X16'-2"
(002) MOCK AIRPORT HALL 26'-5"X16'-2"
(001) MOCK AIRPORT HALL 28'-5"X16'-2"
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(002) MOCK AIRPORT HALL 26'-5"X16'-2"
(003) HOME BASED CRIME SCENE HALL 27'-3½"X16'-2"
(004) HOME BASED CRIME SCENE HALL 28'-2"X16'-2"
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